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Introduction 
Let M be a supermanifold in the sense of Berezin, Kostant, Leites ([5,6]). A splitting 
of M is an isomorphism 9 of the supermanifold Gr M onto M such that Grcp is the 
identity on Gr M ([7]). In this paper it is shown that any connection on M determines 
a splitting of M. The context is C” or analytic. 
Let us first sketch a possible geometric approach. Assuming M to be of dimension 
(m,n), the reduced manifold Mrd is of dimension (m,O). Let TM be the tangent 
supermanifold. The fibers of TM ---f M are vector superspaces of dimension (m, n). 
The pull back of TM -+ M by Mrd + M is a fibering E + Mrd. As a vector bundle, 
E is the direct sum of a vector bundle Eev”” with fibers of dimension (m,O) and a 
vector bundle Eodd with fibers of dimension (0, n). The bundle E”‘“” is isomorphic to 
the tangent bundle TMrd and Eodd, as a supermanifold of dimension (m, n), can be 
identified with Gr M. Now let V be a linear connection on M. Corresponding to V 
there is an exponential morphism exp : L -+ M where L is some sub-supermanifold of 
TM which contains Eodd. The restriction of exp to Eodd = Gr M turns out to be a 
splitting of M. 
Since Eodd -+ M,.d is a vector bundle, the group of homotheties in the fibers gives 
rise to a vector field H’ on Eodd. The E-degree on the structure sheaf of Gr M = Eodd 
is given by the eigenspaces of H’ regarded as a derivation. 
In what follows, we adopt a different approach which is a direct construction of the 
vector field H on M corresponding to H’ through Gr M + M. This vector field is 
characterized by VHH = H. 
The paper consists in 4 sections. The first two sections contain elementary facts on 
derivations and connections in relation with m-adic filtrations. The context is purely 
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algebraic. We deal with &-commutative algebras, but the incidence of the parity is 
here very tenuous. We discuss in more details the case of a nilpotent ideal m. Section 3 
contains the application of these algebraic materials to the splitting of supermanifolds. 
In Section 4 we give an extension of the main result of Section 2 to more general m-adic 
filtrations. 
1. Derivations adapted to a m-adic filtration 
Let A be a Zz-commutative algebra over a field E of characteristic 0. Let m be an 
ideal of A. We note by D the left A-module Der A of even or odd derivations. For any 
T 2 -1, let DL be the submodule consisting of all X E D such that Xmp c mP+r for 
all p 2 0. We get a filtration 
D=D;;:IDO,~D:,P. 
such that 
mPDL c Dgn+’ (r > -I, P 2 0). 
Clearly, D is a filtered Lie superalgebra: 
[Dkn D&J c Dg$+” (p, q b --I>. 
Definition. An even derivation H of A is said to be adapted to the m-adic filtration 
(or simply to m) if, for any r 2 0 
(H - ridA)m’ c mr+‘. 
We observe that these conditions are equivalent to “HA c m and (H - idA)m c m2”. 
We shall denote by D, ad the set (eventually empty) of all derivations adapted to m. 
Clearly DE c D&. If H E Dg and H’ E Dg, then H - H’ E (D&)“‘““, the space of 
even elements in D&. If H E Dg and X E (DL)e”en then H + X E D$d. Thus Dg, 
if not empty, is an affine subspace of Dk with (Dh)even as space of translations. 
For any H E Dg and any T > -1: 
ad(H)DT, c DL, 
(ad(H) - ridD)DL C Dr+* m 7 
Ker(ad(H) - ridD) c DL. 
If the ideal m is nilpotent, the eigenspaces of H and ad(H) give rise to Z-gradings 
on A and on D. More precisely: 
1.1. Lemma. If m is nilpotent, then, for any H E D$: 
(i) mr = Ker( H - r idA) $ rn7+l (r > 0), 
(ii) Dk = Ker(ad(H) - pidD) $ Dz,+’ (p > -l), 
(iii) the restriction ad(H) is a bijection. 
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From (i) it follows that, if m is nilpotent, then Dg is not empty if and only if the 
m-adic filtration of A is splittable, i.e. there exists an isomorphism X : A + Grm A = 
c Tao mr/mr+’ making the following diagrams commutative: 
x 
m’ - Gr, A 
Remark. Let H E D$ and suppose that v = ad(H)]Dh is a bijection. Let p be the 
linear representation of the Lie superalgebra D&, in the vector space Dh such that 
p(X) = $?J’ o ad(X) o 9 for any X E D&,. Since ‘p is a derivation, for any X, Y E Dh 
we have 
p(X)Y - (-1)XQY)X = [X,Y], 
where X (resp. Y) denotes the .&-degree of X (resp. Y). Thus H determines on the Lie 
superalgebra Dh an “invariant affine structure” of the type described by Scheuneman 
([9]). If m is nilpotent, then for any X E (D&)even, H H [X, H] is an affine vector field 
on Dg everywhere non zero unless X = 0. We shall now consider the corresponding 
group action. 
We denote by Au& the subgroup of Aut A consisting of all automorphisms which 
’ map m onto m. Each s E Aut,, A induces an automorphism Gr s of the algebra Gr, A. 
We denote by Autk A the kernel of the group homomorphism s H Grs. Hence Au& 
is the set of s E Au& A such that 
(s - idA)mr c m r+r 
for all T 2 0. A natural linear 
Clearly, is f E Aut& A, then 
D ad m* 
1.2. Proposition. Assume 
action of Aut A on D is defined by 
(sEAutA, XED). 
sDg c D&$ Thus we have an affine action of Aut& on 
that m is nilpotent. If D$ is not empty, then Au& A 
acts freely and transitively on DE. 
Proof. Let H, H’ E Dg. For any T 2 0, set E, = Ker(H - T idA) and Et = 
Ker(H’-r idA). Then mT = ET@mr+’ = E:$ mr+*. Let s be the linear endomorphism 
of the vector space A such that s E, c EL and (s - idA)E, c mr+’ for all T. This 
is an even mapping and H’ o s = s o H. It is easily verified that s E Au& A, thus 
Au& A acts transitively on D$. If t E Au& A and tH = H, then t E, = E, and 
(t - idA)E, C mr+’ for all T. Consequently (t - idA)E, = (0) for all r so that t = idA. 
cl 
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Besides the filtration (Dh)T)-l we shall use the m-adic filtration of the A-module D: 
D=m”D3mD3m2D... 
Note that, for any p > 0 
mPD c D&l. 
Let H E Dz be a derivation adapted to m. Since H E D&,, 
ad(H)m’D c m’D 
for all r > 0. Henceforth in the present section, we shall assume that m satisfies the 
following condition: 
IfX E D and XA C m, then X E mD. 0.3) 
A first important consequence of (1.3) is 
DE c mD. 
Furthermore, if H E Dg, we control the eigenvalues of ad(H) in the quotient spaces 
mrD/m ‘+lD. More precisely: 
1.4. Lemma. Let H E Dg. Then for any T 2 0 
(ad(H) - ridD) o (ad(H) - (T-l)idD)m’D C m’+lD. 
Proof. Since HA c m and (H - idA)m c m2, for any X E D 
([H, [H,X]] + [H,X])A c (X 0 (H 0 H - H))A + m c m. 
From condition (1.3) we conclude 
( ad(H)2 + ad(H))D c mD. 
Now for f E mr and for X E D, ad(H)(fX) = r(fX) + f[H,X]. Thus 
(ad(H) - ridD) o (ad(H) - (T-l)idg)(fX) 
= ( ad(H) - T idD ) (fX f f[H, X]) mod rn’+lD 
= f( ad(H)2X + ad(H)X) modm’+‘D 
= 0 modm’+‘D. Cl 
From Lemma 1.4 one gets: 
1.5. If H E Dg, then for any T 2 0, 
Ker (ad(H) - ridD) C m’D. 
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If D$ is not empty, the filtration (Dh),.>-_I is strongly related to the m-adic fil- 
tration: 
1.6. Lemma. Assume that Dg is not empty. Then for any T > 0, 
D~$mm’D+D~*. 
Proof. Suppose DT, c mpD + D$$+’ for some p < T. Let H E Dg. For any X E Dgl 
we have ad( H)X = rX mod D$’ thus 
(ad(H)-p idD)o (ad(H-(p-l)idg)X = (r--p)(r-p+l)X modD2’. 
Since X E mpD + D$,+‘, Lemma 1.4 implies that 
(ad(H) -p idD) o (ad(H - (p-1)idD)X E mP+‘D + Dzr. 
Since (r-p)(r-p-l-1) # 0 this proves that X E mP+*D + Dzl. Cl 
Observe that Lemma 1.6 implies DTm C m’D -I- DL for all p. Thus, if m is nilpotent 
and if D&d is not empty: 
D& c mrD G.7) 
for all T. 
2. Connections and m-adic filtrations 
We recall our notations. We denote by A a &-commutative algebra over k and by 
m an ideal of A. Throughout this section we suppose that m satisfies the condition 
(1.3). 
A connection V on the A-module D = DerA is an even A-linear mapping X I--+ Vx 
from D into Endk(D) satisfying the Leibniz rule: for X,Y E D and for f E A, 
Vx(fY) = (Xf)Y + (-qRffvxY, 
where X and f denote respectively the &degree of X and f. 
Let H be a derivation of A adapted to m. Since H E mD, for any connection V on 
D and any T 2 0, 
(VH - ridD)m’D C m’+lD. 
The following Lemma is the most important step: 
(2.1) 
2.2. Lemma. Let V be a connection on D and let H be a derivation adapted to m. 
Then 
1) for any r 2 1, there exists a derivation L adapted to m such that 
(i) L = H modm2D, 
(ii, r) VLL = L mod mr+rD, 
2) the relations (i) and (ii, r) determine L mod mr+lD. 
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Proof. We prove 1) by induction on T. Since H E mD, (2.1) shows that VHH = 
H mod m2D. Thus L = H satisfies i) and (ii, 1). Suppose that L E Dg satisfies (i) and 
(ii,r) for some T > 1. Let X E mT+lD. We have 
VL+X(L+X)=VLL+VLX+VXL modmrf2D 
= VLL + 2VLX + [X, L] + Torv(X, L) mod mr+2D, 
where Torv means the torsion form of V. Since L E mD and X E mr+‘D, 
Torv(X, L) = 0 mod m’+2D 
and 
VLX = (T + 1)X modmr+2D. 
Thus we obtain: 
VL+X(L t X) = VLL t 2(r t 1)X - [L, X] mod mr+2D, 
and this can be written 
VL+X(L t X) - (L t X) = VLL - L t (2~ + 1)X - [L,X] mod mr+2D. 
Since 2~ -I- 1 > T •t 1, Lemma 1.4 shows that 
(ad(L) - (2~ + 1) idD )m’+rD + m’+2D = m’+‘D. 
Thus we can select X E mr+rD such that 
[L, X] - (2~ •t 1)X = VLL - L mod mr+2D 
and then 
VL+X( L t X) = L + X mod mrt2D. 
Since L t X = L mod m2D, L + X is a derivation adapted to m which satisfies (i) and 
(ii, r+l). This concludes the proof of 1). Let us prove 2). Let L and L’ be two derivations 
adapted to m such that L = H mod m2D, VLL = Lmodm’+‘D, L’ = H mod m2D 
and VL’L’ = L’mod m r+lD. Suppose that L’ - L E mPD for some p, 2 < p < r+l. 
We have 
Thus 
Vjy_L(L’ - L) -I- VL’_LL + VL(L’ - L) = VL’L’ - VLL 
= L’ - L mod mrt’D. 
VLJ_L(L’ - L) + ~VL(L’ - L) t [L’-L, L] t Torv(L’-L, L) 
= L’ - L modm’+‘D. 
Since L’ - L E mPD and L E mD, 
Torv( L’- L, L) = 0 mod mpt’D, 
VL(L’- L) = p(L’-L) mod mpt’D, 
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VL,-&‘-L) = 0 modmp+‘D. 
Therefore, ad(L)(L’-L) - (2~ + l)(L’-L) E rnP+lD + rnr+lD = rnp+lD and, by 
Lemma 1.4, this implies L’- L E m p+‘D. By induction we obtain L’-L E m’+lD. q 
As a straightforward consequence of this lemma we have: 
2.3. Theorem. Let m be a nilpotent ideal of A which satisfies (1.3). Then for any 
derivation H adapted to m and any connection V on D, there exists one and only one 
derivation H” adapted to m such that H” = H mod m2D and V,oH” = HV. 
In the remaining part of this section, we suppose that m is nilpotent ideal (and 
satisfies (1.3)). We shall g ive some properties of the mapping (H, 0) I+ HV. We denote 
by Corm(D) th e s ace of connections on D and we assume that Dg and Corm(D) are p 
not empty. 
We first observe that ( Hv)v = Hv for any H E Df$ and any V E Corm(D). 
There is a natural action of the group Aut A on Corm(D) which is defined by 
(sV)xY = s(v,-l&Y) 
for s E Aut A, V E Corm(D) and X, Y E D. We have seen that the subgroup Aut& A 
acts on Dg. The mapping (H, 0) H H v is equivariant with respect to the action of 
Au& A: 
(sH)Sv = s(H”) (2.4) 
for all s E Au& A, all H E D$ and all V E Corm(D). Indeed, since sm = m and 
H”-H E m2D, we have s(H”) - sH E s(m2D) = m2D. Furthermore 
(SV) s(H~I~(Hv) = s(V,oHv) = s(H”). 
Since Au& acts transitively on D g (Proposition 1.2), we conclude from (2.4) that, 
for any H E D,, ad there exists a connection V on D such that Hv = H. 
Now we shall describe the fibers of the mappings V ti HV and H c) H”. The space 
Corm(D) is an affine space for which the space of translations is the space of even 2- 
forms HomA(D@AD, D)“““. For a fixed H E Dg, the fibers of the mapping V c-f H” 
are the affine subspaces of Corm(D) for which the space of translations is the sets of 
all a E HomA(D @.A D, D)e”en such that a(H, H) = 0. For a fixed V E Corm(D), the 
fibers of the mapping H I-+ Hv are the affine subspaces of Dg for which the space of 
translations is (m2D)“‘““. 
Let s E Au& A and let (H,V) E Dkt x Corm(D). Suppose that SD = V and 
(s - idD)H E m2D. Then s(H’) = (sH)~” = (sH)~ = HV. There is a similar 
property for Lie derivatives. For any connection V on D and any X E D (even or odd), 
the Lie derivative .CxV is the 2-form defined by 
(&V)(Y, 2) = [X, vy Z] - V[X,Y]Z - (-l)“%y[X, Z] 
for all Y, 2 E D. 
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2.5. Proposition. Let V E Corm(D), H E D$ and X E Dk. 1f ,!ZxV = 0 and 
[X, H] E m2D, then [X, Hv] = 0. 
Proof. Since HV-H E m2D, we have [X, II”] = [X, Hv-H] + [X, H] E m2D. Sup- 
pose that [X,HV] E mPD for some ~22. Then Torv([X,H”], Hv) = 0 modmP+lD 
and V,v [X, H”] = p[X, Hv] mod rnp+r D. Therefore 
(CxV)(H’, H”) = ad(H’)[X, HV] - (2p - l)[X, H”] mod mP+‘D. 
Since 2p-1 > p and LxV = 0, Lemma 1.4 shows that [X,H’O] E rnP+lD. Therefore 
[X, Hv] E m’D for all T, i.e. [X,Hv] = 0. Cl 
Remark. The space (m2D)even is a subspace of (DL)even which is the space of trans- 
lations of D$. Suppose that the nilpotent ideal m is generated by the set of all odd 
elements in A. Then m/m2 and Dh,/D& are odd spaces. Thus (Dk)even = (D&)even. 
Since D& C m2D (c.f. (1.7)) we have (Dh)even C (m2D)even c (D&)even. Therefore, 
if H and H’ are two derivations adapted to m, then HI-H E m2D. In such a case 
the mapping V H HV does not d p e end upon H E Dg. For any s E Au& A, we have 
s(H”) = Hsv. If X E (Dk)even, then [X, H”] E (D&)even C m2D for all H E Dg. 
Thus if CxV = 0, then [X, H”] = 0. This does not hold in general for X E (Dk)Odd. 
3. Connections and splitting of supermanifolds 
We denote by M = (M, 0) a C” or analytic supermanifold of dimension (m, n); 
g is the underlying topological space and 0 is the structure sheaf. We denote by J 
the sheaf of ideals in 0 generated by the odd elements. We set Gr, (3 = JJ’/JP+l for 
p = 0, 1, . . .) n and we denote by Gr 0 the sheaf of algebras ep Gr, 0. A splitting of 
M is an isomorphism of the supermanifold Gr M = (44, Gr 0) onto A4 which induces 
the identity on Gr M. In other words, it is an isomorphism c : Gr 0 --f c3 such that, for 
any P (0 < p 6 n>, o[ Gr, c3 is a lift of the canonical morphism ,P ---f Gr, 0. We 
shall denote by Der (3 the sheaf of (even or odd) derivations of 0. For each splitting (T 
of M, let H(a) E (Der0)(M) be th e d erivation of 0 such that H = p ido on cr Gr, 0 
for all p > 0. Then (H(a) - p ido)Jp C 3 P+l for all p 2 0. Conversely, let H be a 
derivation of 0 such that (H - p ido)Jp c 3 P+l for all p > 0. There exists one and 
only one splitting cr of it4 such that H = H(a). I n what follows, we shall call H itself 
a splitting of M. 
Let U C &J be an open set. Suppose that x1,. . . , xm, t’, . . . , En are even-odd coordi- 
nates on U. The ideal J(U) of (3(U) is generated by El,. . . , En. The derivations d/ax; 
and a/a@ (1 < i < m, 1 < j < n) are a basis of the 0( U)-module (Der O)( U) = 
Der(01U) and the morphism (Der c?)( U) + Der 0( U) is an isomorphism of Q(U)- 
modules. For any X E Der Cl(U), we have X = Ci(Xzi) d/dxi+ Cj(X,$) a/a[j. Thus 
for any T > 0, if X0(U) C J(U)‘, then X E J(U)’ Der U( U). This shows that the 
nilpotent ideal J(U) satisfies the condition (1.3). On the other hand, the derivation 
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H z,t = Xi{’ a/8ti is adapted to J(U) since (H,,c - T ido ) J(U)’ c J(U)T+l for 
all r 3 0. 
Let S be a sheaf of 0-modules on JJ. A connection on S is an even morphism of 
left 0modules 
V:(DerC3)@S-S 
which satisfies the Leibniz rule: 
V(U)(X @ fr) = (X(U)f)r + (-qYV(U)(X @ r), 
for any open set U c Jj and for X E (DerC?)(U), f E (3(U), y E S(U) ([7,8]). We will 
write V(U)xr instead of V(U)(X @ 7). If there exists an even-odd coordinate system 
on U, then V(U) : Der O(U) @ S(U) ---+ S(U) is a connection on the c3( U)-module 
S(U). A connection on the O-module Der 0 is called a linear connection on M. 
3.1. Theorem. Let V be a linear connection on M, then there exists one and only 
one splitting Hv of M such that VHv HV = HV. 
Proof. Let U be an open set in &j and suppose that x1,. . . , xm, (l,. . . , I” are even- 
odd coordinates on U. The ideal J(U) is nilpotent and generated by all odd elements 
in O(U). Moreover we have seen that J(U) satisfies (1.3) and that H,,t = Cj[i 6’/i3ti 
is a derivation of O(U) adapted to J(U). Therefore, by Theorem 2.3 and Re- 
mark 2.6 there exists one and only one derivation Hu of O(U) adapted to J(U) 
such that V(U)H~ Hu = Hu. Since DerO(U) = (DerO)(U), we obtain a derivation 
HV E (DerCJ)(M) such that H’(U) = Hu for any open set U admitting coordinates. 
Clearly (H” - T ido),Y C J ‘+’ for all T >, 0. Thus HV is a splitting of M. It is easy 
to see that Hv has the desired property. El 
Remark 1. If M = (&CT’) is a C”- supermanifold, then using a partition of unity 
on the COO-manifold Mrd = (M, O/J), one see that there exists a linear connection on 
M. Therefore the existence of a splitting (Theorem of M. Batchelor [a]) follows from 
Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 2. Let M = (M, 0) b e a supermanifold of dimension (m, n). Any &- 
symmetric bilinear form Der 0 @ Der 0 - c3 which is of rank (m, n) everywhere 
determines a Levi-Civita linear connection on M. Hence such a form determines a 
splitting. 
Remark 3. In the analytic case, the existence of a linear connection is a much stronger 
condition than the existence of a splitting. Any ordinary manifold is a splitted super- 
manifold but does not admit necessarily a linear analytic connection ([l]). 
Remark 4. If the supermanifold M = (A4,O) d ‘t a ml s a linear connection then any 
splitting of M is of the form H v for some connection V. Indeed Proposition 1.2 implies 
that the kernel of Aut 0 ---+ Aut Gr 0 acts transitively on the set of splittings. 
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Example. Let G = (G, 0) b e a Lie supergroup of dimension (m, n). The canonical 
invariant linear connections on G gives rise to the classical canonical splittings of G 
([5]). Let g = gu + gr be the Lie superalgebra of G. For each a E ga (; = 0 or l), let 
L, (resp. I&) be the left ( resp. right) invariant vector field on G which corresponds to 
a; both belong to (Der 0)(G). Let V be the left invariant linear connection on G such 
that VXL~ = 0 for any X E (Der O)(G) and any a E g. The splitting Hv is invariant 
under the left action of G,d = (G, O/J) C G. We have [R,, Hv] = 0 for any a E go, 
but in general this relation does not hold for a E gr. We mcy write HV as follows. For 
any [ ,E gr, (the dual of gr) there exists one and only one < E e)(G) such that 
(1) [ is invariant under the left action of Gred, 
(2) Hvr^= ;, 
(3) La? = ([, u) mod ,7 for any a E gr. 
Let br,.. .,b, be a basis of gr and let tl,...,tn be the dual basis. Then $,...,p is 
a set of global odd coordinates and 
H” = c pLb,. 
I,<j<<, 
Similarly, if we start from the canonical right invariant linear connection on G, we 
obtain the canonical splitting which is invariant under the right action of Grd. 
4. A generalization of Theorem 2.3 
As before, we denote by A a &-commutative algebra and by m an ideal of A. Our 
aim is to show that, under suitable conditions on the m-adic topology, the main result 
of Section 2 is still valid for an ideal m which is not nilpotent. 
To begin with, we suppose that A is Hausdorff and complete for the m-adic topology. 
We call DL topology the group topology on D = Der A such that Dz, D”,, . . . is a 
basis for the neighbourhoods of 0. We note that D is Hausdorff and complete for the 
D&, topology. Thus the assertions of Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 are still valid. 
When we deal with connections on D, the m-adic topology on the A-module D, 
which corresponds to the m-adic filtration, is more relevant than the Dh topology 
because a connection V on D, as a mapping (X,Y) H VxY, is continuous for the m- 
adic topology. Since A is Hausdorff, D is clearly Hausdorff for the m-adic topology. If 
D is a finitely generated A-module, then the completeness of D for the m-adic topology 
follows from the completeness of A. 
The following generalization of Theorem 2.3 is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.2: 
4.1. Theorem. Assume that A and D are HuusdorfS and complete for the m-udic 
topology. If m sutis$es (1.3), then for any H E Dg and any connection V on D there 
exists one and only one H” E D$ such that H” = H mod m2D and V,O HV = H”. 
With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1, the D& topology coincides with the m-adic 
topology. More precisely: 
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4.2. Proposition. Assume that A is HausdorfS and complete for the m-adic topol- 
ogy. If D$ is not empty and if m satisfies (1.3), then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) D is complete for the m-adic topology, 
(ii) Dh C m’D for any r > 0, 
(iii) the D& topology coincides with the m-adic topology. 
Proof. Let H E Dg. Set E, = Ker ( ad(H) - r idD ), Since DT, = E, $ D&l 
and E, c m’D, for any X E DL there exists a sequence X,, XP+l, . . . such that 
X,~rn~DandX=X~+.. . + X, mod m’+‘D for any r 2 p. If D is complete for the 
m-adic topology, then the sequence (X, + . . . + X,),zP has a limit 2 E mPD. Since 
mrD C DL$-’ for all r, 2 is also the limit of (X, + . -. + Xr)raP for the D& topology. 
Thus X = 2 E mPD. The other assertions are obvious. Cl 
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